Aurora Network

Information & Communication Technology

“Some people think that the most important thing is price,
other quality. We agree with both.“
For more than 13 years Aurora Network has developed customized solutions connecting Customers with their personal needs.
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Who we are
Aurora Network’s born in 2001 as Web Agency, Internet Service Provider, System Integrator and Software
House, merging different professionals’ skills (systems
analysts, programmers, web designers) in a unique entity in order to provide 360° customized consulting.
Aurora Network offers the latest in Information and Communication Technology solutions such as integrated data management systems, E-Business and system engineering.
Quality professionals, certified by global-leaders of hardware and
software manufactures, guarantee an abundance of proposals
and solutions in the IT services and production field.
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Mission: what makes us unique
Our business mission is to supply analysis, support
service and know-how to companies and organizations
which intend to develop integrated IT systems for management and work procedures.
We pay attention to the specific requirements of our customers,
to improve the best implementation both in technical terms and
in profitability of investment.

Business Values
The key Is Availability and Flexibility, therefore in understanding
the needs and problems of the customer to find the adequate
solution, even with untraditional solutions found ‘outside the box’.

Our four values – Passion, Experience, People and Innovative Technologies - guide our work.
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1. Local Area Networks (LAN)
Network design, implementation and maintenance, are executed
by professional technicians and system administrators qualified
and certified by Microsoft MCP+I (Internet) and MCSE both in
Workgroups as well as singular or multiple domain environments.
Our company also has the technical requisites to install and configure products from Microsoft BackOffice such as Internet Information Server, ISA Server, and Exchange Server.
In Linux and Novell Netware environments Aurora Network has
developed an expertise in the main technology solutions (Red Hat
and other derivatives, Debian and other derivatives) and on the
leading applications, paying particular attention to the implementation of messaging solutions, groupware, internet access, security, and traffic monitoring and filtering.
This gained expertise and experience also allow us to implement other network equipment and shared peripherals such as print servers,
fax servers, storage servers, scan servers (for electronic filing), etc.
We have had optimal results in virtualization, thanks to the installation of VMware Sever Citrix XenServer and Microsoft Hyper-V Server
both with local and shared Storage (Storage Area Network).

2. WAN
Our technical team is highly skilled at design, implementation, and
maintenance of WAN, VPN Lan to Lan and User to Lan connections,
using Cisco, 3Com, Watchguard and Zyxel equipment.
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3. Intranet
Our knowledge of networks and protocols allow us to implement
within a framework a corporate intranet. Tools such as a network
fax, email, agenda, files and network printers allow the company
to facilitate work sharing between a variety of documents and to
optimize the available resources.
VPN connections allow access to headquarters, satellite offices
and remote access users.

4. Security
Our long term experience and knowledge allows us to supply a
superior grade of consultancy and assistance in design, implementation and security management solutions (Proxy, Firewall, Intrusion Detection System, Antivirus, Data saving on local or remote
peripherals) on local networks and distributed networks.
We can also consult on definition of corporate security policies,
adequate training and correct use of the systems available for data
saving under the provisions by law.
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5. E-Business solutions
With e-business solutions it is possible to compose an ideal
course for the development of an EDP (Electronic Data Processing) area for our customer.
Our knowledge of the latest technologies in this filed allows us to:

a)

Transform main business processes
Aurora Network proposes solutions to transform the business processes into e-business processes, with chosen
technology, whether it be Intranet, Extranet or Web, can
truly improve the way work is done within the company.

b)

Design new applications
The transformation of main business processes into
e-business processes requires the generation of new
applications operating on a servers which are be able
to interact with Software and data already existing.
Our technology enables us to build upon and integrate
ready-made applications.

c)

Design scalable, accessible, and secure environments
Build upon what has already been done, expanding
existing technologies and create an accessible and secure environment.

d)

Take advantage of knowledge and information
With e-business solutions the customer can easily access data and information wherever it may be, so as to
strategically analyze it.
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6. E-Commerce
Aurora Network offers end-to-end solutions which are totally integrated and scalable, simplifying the complexity of development and
expansion of internet presence with the security of having at your
disposal all the necessary management tools to manage an ample
range of needs, from easy to use online forms and screen visualization to secure environments for multi-value, global shopping.
We offer consultancy and evaluation of the most adequate Internet Server Provider for your website needs and the correct
procedures and legalities of opening a web domain.

7. Internet Service Provider
As an ISP for the Italian Registration Authority of he Telematic
Applications Institute of CNR, Aurora Network provides domain
registration services, server management, server hosting for any
type of web application.
We have a vast experience in understanding the regulations of
Naming which is of utmost importance as technical–legal support
during the domain name registration process.

8. Software development
Aurora Network is specialized in the vertical development of software
on diverse platforms and relational databases able to supply flexible
data manipulation.
The individuality of the software consists of its strong orientation to
the Web and, therefore, open to every platform.
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Some examples of the applications developed are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated management Flying clubs and flight schools
(IcarusWeb);
Document management (WebDoc);
Newsletter and Mailing List management (WebLetter);
Plants and industrial equipment management and
maintenance;
Commissions, orders, stamps and warehouse management;
Call-out and intervention management;
Total work hour management
Total orders made by agents or salesmen;
Data transfer from AS400 to Excel or internet applications;
Clinical file management in specialist medical fields.

9. Training
As additional support, we offer instruction and specialized training
courses for company staff in respective expertise areas (EDP, Network
administrator, Webmaster, Office Automation, etc.). Teachers have over
ten years of experience in the IT training field for pc software and in
particular web software, networks and Microsoft Office products.
Training courses are targeted for:
•
•
•
•

Beginner users;
Expert users who wish to better understand their
knowledge of a particular software product;
Programmers;
Teachers who wish to update on Microsoft Office.

Our clients are:
•
•
•
•
•
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Commercial and manufacturing businesses;
Professional Offices;
Public Administration;
Software houses needing training for their clients;
Public and private schools.
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For courses and training, Aurora Network arranges an equipped
classroom and a compatible group of teachers and IT professionals with tried and tested years of experience, collaboration and
practice in writing and using a variety of software packages.

Partnership
An key strategy of Aurora Network is the search and collaboration with companies capable of integrating our solutions with
high profile technology and services.
For this reason we have installed partnerships with the following
corporations:
Microsoft Partner
Silver Midmarket Solution Provider
Specific skills:
- Client Server Operating systems
- GroupWare
- Security
- Database Development

Computer Associates Channel Partner
Specific skills:
- Enterprise Management
- Security & Storage
- eBusiness Transformation & Integration
- Content and Knowledge Management

Watchguard Professional Partner
The highest level of WatchGuard certification for
authorized resellers which grantees the client a top
level of experience and knowledge of Firewall and VPN
WatchGuard equipment.

Citrix Partner Silver Solution Advisor
Specialize skills in virtualized systems and creation of
remote desktops and applications.
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Customers Portfolio

Beretta Salumi

Caritas Ambrosiana

Nintendo Italia

Sanyang Italia

Trezzo sull’Adda (MI)

Vimercate (MI)

Aeroclub di Varese
Venegono Inferiore (VA)

Milano

Milano

CastFutura

Terno D’Isola (Bg)

Elbe Italia

Fischer & Rechsteiner

G.B.M.

Saep Sistemi

Abbadia Lariana (LC)

Milano

Valmadrera (LC)

Como

auroranetwork.it
information and communication technology
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